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a) After years of trial and error, Team UNE has recently been 
able to produce an unprecedented quantity and 
diversity of T3 & T4 Darling58 (D58) pollen.

b) Since July 2022, we have collected T3 & T4 D58 pollen 
from at least 20 seedlings, from crosses that originated 
in ME, NY and VA.

c) We have reduced the time a seedling requires to reach 
pollen maturity, so that some D58 pollen is now available 
in the same chestnut year.

d) We are preparing to ship out around 1,000 vials of D58 
pollen on dry ice upon deregulation to TACF members; 
this is conservatively enough pollen to fertilize 40,000 
female flowers in the field.

SUMMARY

UNE’s GREENHOUSE POLLEN PRODUCTION METHODS

Fig.5: “The Chestnut Year” depicts how UNE was able to produce T3 & T4 D58 
pollen in 2021 & 2022 in time for July field pollination (Klak, Spiers & Powell 2021).
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Fig.8: Two maps projecting suitable habitat for the American chestnut in 
2050 show the emerging centrality of New England for chestnut 
outplanting (Barnes & Delbourne 2019).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Fig.1: A UNE greenhouse seedling yielding T4 D58 pollen in July 
2022, and used that month to pollinate trees in Maine & at ESF.

Fig.9: Burs from a TGxTG cross in UNE’s greenhouse. Fig.10: Live embryos from 
UNE’s TG crosses, now in tissue culture in Hannah Pilkey’s ESF lab. If she can 
advance them to seedling stage, some could be among the first homozygous D58s.

Figs.2 & 3: D58 pollen collected on microscope slides in dense quantity, and 
stored in vials at -80C. Each slide holds many 1000s of D58 pollen grains, 
suggesting the value of increased efficiency of D58 pollen deployment in the field.

Speed Breeding Components:
o High Intensity LED Lighting:~16 hrs/day
o Temperature & Humidity Control
o Flush out accumulated salts from soils every other day
o Rotation of 6 or more fertilizers & adjusting their pH to 

5.5
o Experimenting with 1 vs. 2-gallon pots
Pests & Pathogens and their Treatment:
o Fungal gnats, spider mites, powdery mildew fungus, & 

others wreak havoc
o Treated with soil application of Gnatrol (Bt bacteria) & 

with ~70% Isopropyl alcohol wipes and folic spray (209, 
Clean Leaf, Neem oil)

o Close monitoring to address pest outbreaks

Fig.6: UNE Darling58 Vials -80C Frozen,
by State & Mother Tree Location, @ 9/17/22

Fig.7: UNE Darling58 Pollen 
Vials in Frozen Storage, by 
Generation, @ 9/17/22

Fig.4: D58 
pollen recently 
tested at UNE 
for viability 
(note tubes) 
through an 
assay deploying 
an Agar Sucrose 
medium.
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